
14.6 SkillBuilder: Using topographic maps
14.6.1 Tell me
What are topographic maps?
Topographic maps are more than just contour maps showing the height and shape of the land. They also
show features of the natural environment, such as forests and lakes, and features of human environments,
such as roads and settlements. (Settlements are places where a community of people live.)

FIGURE 1 This is an aerial photograph of Mount Gambier, South Australia, which has many extinct volcanoes.
Lakes have formed in the craters of several volcanoes, the most famous of which is Blue Lake. We can see
many features in the photo, but a topographic map can give us more information, especially about the shape
of the landscape — its topography.
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Why are topographic maps useful?
Topographic maps are useful when bushwalking, planning roads and checking the steepness of slopes.
All topographic maps use similar symbols to show the main features in the landscape. These conventional
symbols make it easy for map readers to quickly identify the features shown in the legend, or key.

Model
There are many observations that can accurately be made from a topographic map. Figure 2 is a topographic
map extract of Mount Gambier. Blue Lake is a distinctive feature on this map, and it is surrounded by a
steep slope. The built-up area, or township, is situated north of Blue Lake. A railway line passes through the
town and the station is close to the civic centre and post office. The main town extends approximately four
kilometres east–west and four kilometres north–south. The local golf club can be found in the north-east of
town. These observations are made by using the legend, north arrow and scale.

14.6.2 Show me
How topographic maps help us to locate places on a map

video eLesson: Using topographic maps (eles-1641)

You will need:• a topographic map.

Area and grid references
A 1-kilometre-square grid is overprinted on a topographic map. These grid lines are numbered with two-
digit numbers in the map’s margins. Lines that run up and down the map (north–south) are called eastings.
The numbers increase as you move to the east. Lines that run horizontally across the map (east–west) are
called northings. The numbers increase as you move north. In a grid reference, the eastings are given first,
and then the northings.

Four-figure grid references tell you the grid square in which to find a feature. The letters AR are placed
in front of a four-figure reference to show the area reference. For example, AR8513 contains the town of
Kymbalee.

Six-figure grid references pinpoint an exact point in the grid square. The third and sixth figures represent
one-tenth of the distance between the two grid numbers. These divisions are not written on the map, so
they must be estimated. The letters GR are used in front of a six-figure grid reference. There are no spaces
between the digits in four- or six-figure references; for example, Kymbalee’s grid reference is GR854132.
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FIGURE 2 This topographic map extract of Mount Gambier can be used to determine the location, direction and distance of
physical and human features in the area shown on the map.

Built-up area; Parks, recreation areas. ................................................................

Road, sealed surface, two or more lanes; National route marker. ........................

Road, sealed surface, one lane. ..........................................................................

Road, unsealed surface, two or more lanes; Bridge. ............................................

Road, unsealed surface, one lane; Gate; Cattle grid. ............................................

Vehicular track....................................................................................................

Railway, mulitple track; Station; Siding................................................................

Railway, single tract, Cuttting; Embankment. ......................................................

Building; Post office; Police station; School. .......................................................

Hospital; Church; Mine; Windmill. . ......................................................................

Fence; Guerry. ....................................................................................................

Power transmission line; Levee or bank. . ...........................................................

Survey beacon; spot elevation.............................................................................

Lake perennial; Watercourse...............................................................................

Lake, intermittent; Land subject to inundation.....................................................

Dam or waterhole on watercourse; Tank or small dam. .......................................

Contours; Depression contours. ..........................................................................

Cliff; Escarpment or low cliff. ..............................................................................

Pine plantation; Orchard or low cliff. ...................................................................

Windmark. ..........................................................................................................

Trees and scrub, scattered..................................................................................

Trees and scrub, medium, dense.........................................................................
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Source: Government of South Australia, Department of Environment, Water and Natural Resources.
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Checklist

FIGURE 3 Working out a
six-figure grid reference

I have:• identified north, south, east and west using the north point• used the key to identify features• used grid references to describe the location of a specific feature• used the scale to calculate distances• interpreted topography by considering how close together the
contour lines are.

Digital document Topographic map extract — Mt Gambier (doc-17951)

Interactivity Using topographic maps (int-3137)

Google Earth Mount Gambier

14.6.3 Let me do it
Complete the following activities to practise this skill.

14.6 ACTIVITIES
Answer these questions using the topographic map extract of Mount Gambier.
Questions
1. Examine figure 1. From which direction was this photograph of the crater lakes taken?
2. Examine figure 2. Look at the contour lines to the south of Blue Lake. Is the land flat or steep? How can

you tell?
3. Sketch the special symbols used in the legend showing that the crater lakes:

• form a depression
• have steep sides.

4. Give the main features found at the following area references.
• AR8010
• AR8013

5. Give area references for the following features.
• Valley Lake
• The racecourse

6. Find the following features.
• GR858087
• GR816077
• GR807128
• GR812123

7. From the topographic map extract of Mount Gambier, give six-figure grid references for features that show
the following:
• Mount Gambier has a large timber industry.
• Mount Gambier is a popular tourist resort.
• Mount Gambier has many sporting facilities.
• Mount Gambier is the centre of a farming region.
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